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Introduction

Micrometer sized mineral particles drifting over Mars
surface greatly influence both solar and thermal radia-
tive fluxes in the atmosphere, thus its energy balance
and its global circulation. Furthermore any kind of
remotely sensed data in the optical domain includes
their strong, spatially varying, often annoying contri-
butions. Monitoring the particles as well as identifying
the sources and the sinks in relation with surface activity
is of paramount importance especially at high southern
latitudes in spring. Since 2004 the imaging spectrom-
eter OMEGA on board Mars Express performs nadir-
looking and EPF observations in the VIS and the NIR
for the study of the surface and atmosphere alike.

The authors in [1] have developed a method to quan-
tify the contribution of atmospheric dust in near-IR spec-
tra obtained by the OMEGA regardless of the Martian
surface composition. Using observations in the nadir
pointing mode with significant differences in solar inci-
dence angles, they can infer the optical depth of atmo-
spheric dust, and retrieve the surface reflectance spectra
free of aerosol contribution. However this method relies
on the very restrictive assumption that the atmosphere
opacity remains approximately constant during the time
spanned by all the employed acquisitions.

In [2] the same authors have mapped the total opti-
cal depth of dust aerosols in the near-IR above the south
seasonal cap of Mars from mid-spring to early summer.
This mapping is based on the assumption that the re-
flectance in the 2.64 µm saturated absorption band of
the surface CO2 ice is mainly due to the light scattered
by aerosols above most places of the seasonal cap. In
this case one geometry is sufficient for the retrieval but it
is restricted to the area ofCO2 deposits not contaminated
by dust and water.

We aim at proposing an original method that over-
comes these limitations to retrieve the optical depth of
the Martian dust at a reference wavelength of one mi-
cron. The method is based on a parametrization of the
radiative coupling between particles and gas that de-
termines, with local altimetry and the meteorological
situation, the absorption band depth of gaseous CO2.
We are complementary to the method of [2] since our
approach specifically treats pixels occupied by purely
mineral surfaces or icy deposits contaminated by a large
amount of dustwhile being observed at a fixed geometry.
After validation, we apply both methods in order to map

atmospheric dust opacity at high southern latitudes from
early to late spring of Martian Year 27. For that pur-
pose we use a time series of OMEGA images for global
coverage. In section 1, we give insights about Martian
atmospheric properties and radiative transfer in the near
infrared range. We describe models that calculate the
spectral radiance coming from Mars and reaching the
sensor at the top of the atmosphere. In section 2 we ex-
plain how we implement these models for retrieving the
aerosol optical depth from the images. In section 3 we
present and interpret the maps of atmospheric opacity
and surface Lambert albedo resulting from the analysis
of the selected series of OMEGA images.

1 Mars atmospheric radiative transfer

Gas A dozen atmospheric absorption bands due to
gaseous CO2 and marginally to H2O are present on
the near infrared spectra. We calculate the transmis-
sion function of the atmosphere along the vertical, for
each pixel of our spectral images, and as a function of
wavelength. For that purpose, we employ a line-by-line
radiative transfer model (LBLRTM) [3] fed by the verti-
cal compositional and thermal profiles predicted by the
European Mars Climate Database (EMCD) [4] for the
dates, locations, and altitudes of the observations.

We divide the Martian atmosphere into 35 plan-
parallel layers spanning the 0-100 km height range.
LBLRTM gives for each layer l and for each channel
k of the instrument a spectrum of optical depth at very
high spectral resolution (10!4 cm!1) from which we
calculate the inverse of the cumulative frequency distri-
bution !gaz(g), g ! [0, 1]. As in [5] we then calculate the
mean optical depth !̄ l,k

gaz i over 16 specified subintervals
!gi that follow theGaussian quadrature (gi, ai). Assum-
ing the !gaz distributions are correlated between layers,
the transmission function through the atmospheric gases
along the vertical can be approximated by :

T k
gaz =

16X

i

ai exp("
X

l

!̄ l,k
gaz i)

Because the complete calculation is very time con-
suming, it is only performed for a limited (! 20) number
of reference points representative of “regions” sliced ac-
cording to regular bins in latitude lat, longitude long
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and altitude h. Three transmission spectra are gener-
ated for the maximum, mean and minimum altitude of
a given region. Then the transmission spectrum of all
the pixels belonging to the region is interpolated from
the triplet depending on their individual altitude to give
T k

gaz(h, lat, long)

Aerosols Optical properties ofMartianmineral aerosols
are still largely undocumented even though recent stud-
ies have improved our understanding [6]. We favor the
single scattering albedo, optical depth shape and phase
function retrieved in the IR by [2]. We take an expo-
nentially decreasing number density of aerosol particles
such that the vertical distribution of optical depth at a
reference wavelength (k0 : 1 µm) is given by :

! l,k0
aer = !k0

aer(exp("zl/Hscale) " exp("zl+1/Hscale))

/(1 " exp("zmax/Hscale))

!k0
aero is the column integrated opacity of the aerosols,

Hscale is the scale height of the distribution, z l the height
of layer l lower interface and zmax = 100 km.

Top of the atmosphere radiance We consider the at-
mosphere as a plan parallel vertically stratified medium
which is a good approximation to calculate the top of
the atmosphere (TOA) radiance whenever incidence and
emergence directions are # 10° above the horizon. The
surface is characterized by its bidirectional reflectance
distribution function (BRDF). In general photons un-
dergo absorption and multiple scattering events when
interacting bothwith gas and aerosols. As a consequence
calculating at channel k the transfer of radiation in the
atmosphere requires to couple gas and aerosols proper-
ties at each atmospheric level l and for each quadrature
gi. Such operation leads to the optical depth, single scat-
tering albedo and phase function of the layers that are
introduced in the DISORT algorithm along with the ac-
quisition geometry ("0, ", #) to calculate the TOA partial
radiance Ik

i ("0, ", #). The total radiance is given by :

Ik("0, ", #) =
16X

i

Ik
i ("0, ", #)

2 Method for retrieving the optical depth

The method is based on a parametrization of the radia-
tive coupling between particles and gas that determines,
with local altimetry and themeteorological situation, the
absorption band depth of gaseous CO2. The coupling
depends on (i) the acquisition geometry (ii) the type,
abundance and vertical distribution of particles (iii) the
surface albedo Ak

surf . For each spectro-pixel of an im-
age, we compare the depth of the 2 µm absorption band
of gaseous CO2 that we estimate on the one hand from
the observed spectrum and on the other hand from a cal-
culated transmission spectrum through the atmospheric

gases alone. This leads to a precious new observable
that directly depends on ! k0

aer. Combining the latter with
the radiance factor Rk1

obs deep into the 2 µm band, we
evaluate by radiative transfer inversion ! k0

aer and Ak
surf .

Hypothesis We parametrize the radiative coupling be-
tween aerosols and gas by assuming that the latter con-
tribute to the signal as a simple multiplicative filter :

Ik("0, ", #) # T k
gaz(h, lat, long)!("0,",#,$k0

aer,Hscale,Ak
surf )

Ik
surf+aer("0, ", #)

the effect of the acquisition geometry, the aerosols, and
the surface Lambertian albedo Ak

surf being taken into
account by scaling the aerosol free vertical transmission
T k

gaz(h, lat, long) - calculated according to 1 - by an ex-
ponent $.
Ik

surf+aer("0, ", #) is the calculated TOA radiance but
without considering the atmospheric gases in the radia-
tive transfer. Factor $ can be further decomposed into
two terms :

$("0, ", #, !k0
aer, Hscale, A

k
surf ) = %(&).

'("0, ", #, !k0
aer, Hscale, A

k
surf )

with the airmass & = 1
cos("o) + 1

cos(") . Factor % allows
a quick and simplified calculation of the free gaseous
transmission along the acquisition pathlength using the
vertical transmission :

T "k
gaz =

16X

i

ai exp("
X

l

!̄ l,k
gaz i.&)

# (T k
gaz)

%(&)

Factor' on the other hand expresses the aerosol effect on
gaseous absorption. If (i) ' can be estimated experimen-
tally for a given OMEGA pixel and (ii) if one assumes a
value forAk1

surf then (! k0
aer) can be derived. Indeed func-

tion '("0, ", #, !k0
aer, Hscale, A

k1
surf ) is invertible provided

that the scale height Hscale of the aerosols is known.
Several studies such as [2] suggest that Hscale = 11 km
is a good guess.

The factor ' can be readily estimated for every
OMEGA spectrum that does not show any H2O or CO2

ice signature superimposed on the 2 µm CO2 gas ab-
sorption band. A formula similar to the one used in the
volcano scan technique [7] is used replacing the Olym-
pus reference transmission spectrum by (T k

gaz)
%(&). A

specific procedure is necessary for any spectrummarked
by the signature of water ice with the possible presence
of dust but without spectral contamination by CO2 ice.
A numerical optimization is performed regarding a cost
function that depends on ' and that expresses the qual-
ity of the gaseous absorption correction on the spectra.
The quality criteria we choose is the band shape of solid
H2O at 2 µm that must show a unique local minimum
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and a simple curvature. Mathematically this criteria is
equivalent to the second derivative of the spectrum that
must be close to 0 for channels [k "

1, k
""
1 ] covering the H2O

band and sligthly beyond.

Numerical aspects Our optical depth retrieval system
uses amultidimensional look-up table (LUT) of ' values
arranged according to discrete combinations of acqui-
sition geometries ("0, ", #) and of physical parameters
(!k0

aer, Hscale, A
k1
surf ). The values were calculated from

synthetic TOA spectra generated by DISORT (I k and
Ik

surf+aer) :

'("0, ", #, !k0
aer, Hscale, A

k1
surf ) =

k!!
1X

k=k!
1

fk ln(
Ik

Ik
surf+aer

)/ ln(T
!k
gaz)

with fk = 1/K. The channels k = k"
1, . . . , k

""
1 (K =

k""
1 " k"

1 + 1) encompass the 2 µm CO2 gas absorption
band.

For each pixel of an observation the inversion is it-
erative and starts with two observables '̂ and Rk1

obs and
one initial guess for the surface Lambert albedo Ak1

surf .
The LUT is adapted to the desired geometry by multidi-
mensional interpolation and is used to derive ! k0

aer from
('̂, Ak1

surf ). Then a new value ofAk1
surf is evaluated from

(!k0
aer, R

k1
obs, '̂) until convergence is reached leading to a

final value of ! k0
aer and to a surface reflectance spectra

free of aerosol contribution Ak
surf .

Validation Our validation procedure is two-fold. First
we build experimentally for several test images curves
related '̂ and & to be compared to the model
'(&, !k0

aer, Hscale, A
k
surf ). For that purposewe selectmin-

eral pixels of a given image approximately at the same
altitude but observed at very different geometries. Thus
we can assume that the same atmospheric opacity is
probed at varied airmass values. In all cases the exper-
imental and observed curves agree very satisfactorily if
one chooses the adequate value for ! k0

aer. Second a quick
cross validation of the two methods we operate con-
sists in ploting transects ! k0

aer over adjacent but separated
mineral and pure CO2 regions to check the continuity of
values. Unfortunately these regions are often separated
by a narrow band of indetermination where none of the
method works. Despite of the small gap, examination
by eye show that the continuity is good in most cases.

3 Results

The OMEGA instrument has acquired the most compre-
hensive set of observations to date in the near-infrared
(0.93-5.1 microns) on the south seasonal polar cap from
mid-winter solstice (LS=110° , December 2004) to the
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the atmospheric opacity at 1 mi-
cron for three different bands of latitude

end of the recession (LS=320° ,November 2005). See
[8] for a complete description. We systematically pro-
cessed a subset of these observations from LS=220° to
262° by following the different operations of section 2.
As a result, we obtained a series of ! k0

aer maps that were
de-trended in order to correct for changes due solely
to varying atmospheric height because of topography.
These maps were independently integrated on a com-
mon grid generated from the Hierarchical Equal Area
isoLatitude Pixelization (http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov) of
Mars southern hemisphere at different spatial resolu-
tions. Such an integration, possibly followed by aver-
aging over time or latitude bins, makes it easy to create
mosaics or to build space-time evolution curves like the
ones displayed respectively in Fig.2 and 1.

The atmospheric opacity situation at 1 µm is roughly
axisymmetric around the south pole for the period cov-
ered by our selection of observations: statistically no
significative difference of ! k0

aer level according to time
is observed between four equal sectors of longitude be-
tween 65 and 75° latitude. Consequently we computed
the time evolution of the average opacity for a series
of latitude bands, Fig.1 showing the three most signif-
icant. At the center of the polar seasonal cap, after a
period of stagnation at # 0.4 from LS=220 to 240°, we
note a gradual increase of aerosol opacity by a factor of
# 2 until the end of the period. The crocus line crosses
the latitudinal band 65-70° at # 225-235°. Before this
event, ! k0

aer is comparable to the level of the very high
latitudes whereas after LS 240° it increases rapidly and
becomes erratic with much variability, i.e. !! k0

aer # 0.7.
The latitudinal band 55-60° is already defrosted at the
beginning of the period of interest. Then its atmospheric
opacity is also comparable to the level of the very high
latitudes, but increases sharply to reach a maximum at
LS 240°. Then it drops to return to values typical of the
cap which can be considered as a background level.
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Figure 2: Mosaics built from aerosol optical depth and surface Lambert albedo maps for the LS range 220-230

At higher spatial resolution the mosaics, such as the
one displayed in Fig.2, clearly show the details of dust
activity within and around the area covered by the CO 2

seasonal deposits. Around the seasonal cap we note
an intense activity, high temporal variability, and a het-
erogeneous spatial distribution of atmospheric dust with
localized enhancement of the optical depth (values up
to 1.5). The enhancement takes regional proportions for
three different time intervals: 230-240°, 252-254° and
260-262°. Within the seasonal cap, we note lower val-
ues than at the outskirts, a more homogeneous spatial
distribution and a lower temporal variability even if oc-
casional incursions of dusty clouds from outside the cap
can occur.

Conclusions

We propose a method to retrieve the optical depth of
aerosols from their strong effect on the intensity of the
CO2 gas absorption bands at high airmass. Experiments
conducted on OMEGA nadir looking observations -as
well as CRISM EPF [9] - produce good results. Our
method works even if the underlying surface is com-
pletely made of minerals -low contrast between surface
and atmospheric dust- while being observed at a fixed
geometry. Nevertheless it provides the maximum of
information when applied to spectra acquired over the
same area at different emergence angles. The method
was applied to a series ofOMEGAobservations acquired
at high southern latitudes fromearly to late spring ofMY
27. Global as well as local investigations about atmo-
spheric dust in relation with surface activity are made

possible.
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